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NEW RELEASES

BESTSELLERS
The Official Guide to Grand Canyon’s North Rim
Trip Planning, Hiking Trails, Scenic Drives, Natural History, Nearby Attractions
by Stewart Aitchison
Just ten miles across the abyss from the busy South Rim, the North Rim of the Grand
Canyon is a world unto itself. Those who make their way here are rewarded with dramatic
views, a sublime terrain, and a rare degree of solitude.
From trails and viewpoints to where to stay and what to look for—in this book, you’ll
find everything you need to know to get the most from your visit. Naturalist and longtime canyon hiker Stewart Aitchison shares stories of the plant and animal communities,
geologic forces, and human history that set this place apart. And the stories don’t stop at
the park’s boundary—they stretch across the broad Arizona Strip, providing insights into
the many wonders of this little-known land.
The inside front includes a map of day hikes and the inside back cover a highway map of
roads as one approaches the North Rim.

978-1-934656-99-0, 4th Edition, 112 pages, soft cover with 3 ½” flaps, full color, 5 ½” x 8 ½,” $14.95

How Not to Die at Grand Canyon
Includes Prevention and First Aid Tips
by Dr. Tom Myers
This waterproof pocket guide educates Grand Canyon visitors about the 12
most common hazards that visitors experience, how to avoid them, and how
to perform first aid on the spot. If you’ve ever been to Grand Canyon National
Park, you likely have noticed that there are dangerous hazards up high along
the rim, down below in the Colorado River, and on the trails in between. From
heat illness to falling, from drowning to cold exposure, there are many ways to
die or get injured at Grand Canyon.
Author Dr. Tom Myers worked closely with the National Park Service’s
Preventive Search and Rescue team and numerous experts in the emergency
medicine field to create this potentially life-saving guide. Dr. Myers is co-author
of the bestselling Over the Edge: Death in Grand Canyon and author of many
other Grand Canyon-focused publications. 978-1-934656-81-5, full color, 12 panel

pocket guide, flat at 22 ¼” x 8 ¼,” folded at 3 ¾” x 8 ¼,” laminated water resistant, $6.95

Grand Canyon Celebration of Art 2020
Grand Canyon Conservancy’s Celebration of Art is a wonderful tradition at Grand
Canyon National Park, providing a venue for artists inspired by the canyon, and a
successful fundraiser to benefit arts programming and an art venue at the South
Rim. Art plays a critical role in the appreciation of our national parks, and this
event helps to keep the artistic tradition part of the Grand Canyon experience.
Since its inception in 2009, Celebration of Art has invited participating artists to
paint “en plein air” (outside on location) for a week at Grand Canyon. Visitors have
the opportunity to watch the artists paint along the South Rim as they interpret
the ever-shifting light and shadow, amazing land-forms, and vibrant colors of this
vast landscape. In addition, there are free artist demonstrations scheduled at
various locations at the canyon during the week. Celebration of Art is a singular
event. No studios, no special lighting, no photographs pinned to a concept wall—
just an easel, an artist, and the Grand Canyon stretched out across the horizon as
far as the eye can see.

978-1-934656-06-8, 64 pages, full color, soft cover, 8 ½” x 8 ½,” $14.95

Grand Canyon National Park: 100 Views
by Scott Thybony
People who visit Grand Canyon National Park each
year—some for the first time, some for the hundredth—stand awestruck on its rims, hike its trails,
run its river. One of the seven wonders of the natural
world, Arizona’s Grand Canyon is an enigma that
resists definition, and the challenge it presents has
drawn artists, writers, and photographers to it year
after year.
In celebration of this legacy national park’s
centennial, the work of some of the country’s most talented photographers is paired with
essays by canyon veteran Scott Thybony in a love letter to an irreplaceable place.

ISBN 978-1-934656-96-9, 160 pages, hardcover, 10" x 10" $30.00
The Amazing Kolb Brothers
of Grand Canyon
Photographers, Adventurers, Pioneers
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by Gary Ladd
If you’ve ever stood at a Grand Canyon overlook and
wondered which buttes you can see, the name of the
trail that snakes far below, or how the Colorado River
looks up close, your curiosity will be satisfied by the
spectacular photographs and narrative of this book.

978-0-938216-89-6, 82 pages, softcover, 11 ½” x 9 ¼”, $14.95

by Roger Naylor
For nearly eight decades, these intrepid brothers
explored and photographed Grand Canyon from rim
to river, rappelling down cliff faces with makeshift
ropes and anchors, running the Colorado River’s
perilous rapids, and exploring every corner of the
canyon via foot, boat, and plane. Theirs is an
adventure story you must read to believe.

978-1-934656-87-7, 160 pages, soft cover, 8 ¾” x 8” $14.95
Grand Canyon
The Vault of Heaven
by Susan Lamb
Whether you’ve never experienced the Grand Canyon
before or return year after year, this book, filled with
gorgeous photography and fascinating story telling
detailing the geology, ecology and human history of
the canyon, is sure to find a treasured place on your
bookshelf or coffee table. 978-0-938216-53-7, 68 pages,

Whose Tail on the Trail at Grand Canyon?
by Midji Stephenson
illustrated by Kenneth Spengler
This fun book helps kids identify Grand Canyon animals
by one common feature: their tails! Rhyming text
and 32 pages of colorful illustrations will help canyon
lovers guess which animals they can see hiding on a
cliff or in a tree. 978-1-934656-55-6, 32 pages, hardcover,

10 ½” x 9”, Ages 3-7, $15.95

softcover, 12” x 12” $14.95
Along the Rim
A Guide to Grand Canyon’s South Rim from
Hermits Rest to Desert View
by Michael F. Anderson
Don’t go near the edge without this guide to Grand
Canyon’s South Rim! Dazzling photos and engaging
text detail 22 must-see stops, including historic
Hermits Rest, breathtaking Hopi Point, ancient
Tusayan Ruin, and the Trail of Time.

978-1-934656-56-3, 72 pages, softcover, 8” x 7 ½”, $9.95
Grand Reflections
You will find inspiration within these pages, through
great writing and dramatic photography. Naturalists,
writers, explorers, and renowned photographers
will give you unparalleled perspectives and offer a
sweeping visual journey from the canyon’s rim to the
beaches of the Colorado River.

978-1-934656-59-4, 128 pages, hardcover, 9” x 6” $16.95
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Grand Canyon: Views Beyond the Beauty

Scout Moore, Junior Ranger
Grand Canyon
by Theresa Howell
illustrated by Jeffrey Ebbeler
When her family takes a trip to the Grand Canyon,
Scout cannot wait to explore. She is determined to
become a REAL Junior Ranger. Her story will inspire
kids to get outside and explore nature for themselves.

978-1-934656-79-2, 32 pages, hardcover,
10 ½” x 9”, Ages 4-8, $15.95
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GEOLOGY

HIKING AND TRAIL GUIDES
Carving Grand Canyon
Evidence, Theories, and Mystery
Second Edition

Grand Canyon Geology
by L. Greer Price
This overview of Grand Canyon
geology is perfect for the firsttime visitor or the seasoned
Grand Canyon traveler. Chapters
cover the basic principles of
geology, the history of geological
exploration at Grand Canyon, the
canyon’s structural features, and
the Colorado River.

by Wayne Ranney
Geologists have studied Grand Canyon
for more than 150 years, and yet a
single definitive answer for how or
when the canyon formed remains
elusive. This new 2nd edition provides
a synopsis of their intriguing ideas
and innovative theories, supported
by dozens of illustrations and
photographs.

978-0-938216-68-1, 64 pages,
softcover, 7" x 9", $11.95

978-1-934656-36-5, 208 pages, softcover,
6" x 9", $16.95
Ancient Landscapes of the
Colorado Plateau
by Ron Blakey and
Wayne Ranney
The Colorado Plateau is one of
the world’s great showplaces
of sedimentary, igneous, and
metamorphic rock. This book
highlights the plateau through
unique views of its geologic
history. Winner—2009 Arizona
Book Awards, Science Category

978-1-934656-03-7, 156 pages,
softcover, 9 ¼” x 11 ½”, $34.95

Volcanoes of
Northern Arizona
Sleeping Giants of the
Grand Canyon Region
by Wendell A. Duffield
photographs by Michael Collier
This book looks at the fiery
origin of the range of volcanoes
just south of the Grand Canyon.
It includes aerial photographs,
original geologic illustrations,
and detailed logs to many of the key features.

Canyon Crossing
Stories about Grand Canyon
from Rim to Rim

Phantom Ranch,
Grand Canyon National Park

by Seth Muller
Join author Seth Muller on a grand adventure,
searching for the canyon’s soul along miles of
the park’s Corridor Trails—the Bright Angel,
South Kaibab, and North Kaibab. Muller’s creative
prose profiles rangers, artists, hikers, ultramarathoners, mule skinners, and other “canyon
characters.” 978-1-934656-11-2,

by Scott Thybony
Nestled at the bottom of the Grand Canyon and
accessible only by foot, mule, or boat, Phantom
Ranch maintains a sense of the past like few
places on Earth. This book tells the story of the
ranch, touching on its history, architecture,
natural environment, and the people who live
there. 978-0-938216-76-6, 32 pages, softcover,

5 ¼” x 8 ½”, $7.95

288 pages, softcover, 6" x 9", $16.95
The Official Guide to
Grand Canyon’s North Rim

Official Guide to Hiking
Grand Canyon		
by Scott Thybony
Whether you’re going to the bottom of the canyon
or strolling on the rim, you’ll want this guide in
hand. This book provides profiles and maps of
major trails, beautiful photographs, and current
park regulations and permit procedures. 978-0-

938216-48-3, 68 pages, softcover, 8 ½” x 5 ½”, $9.95

by Stewart Aitchison
Just ten miles across the abyss from the busy
South Rim, the North Rim of Grand Canyon
is a world unto itself. In this book, you’ll find
everything you need to know—trip planning,
hiking trails, scenic drives, natural and cultural
history and nearby attractions.

978-1-934656-99-0, 4th Edition, 112 pages, soft cover
with 3” flaps, full color, 5 ½”x 8 ½”, $14.95

978-0-938216-58-2, 72 pages, softcover, 7 ½” x 8 ¼”, $14.95

GENERAL INTEREST
The Story of Grand Canyon Railway: Cowboys, Miners, Presidents & Kings
by Al Richmond
To anyone who has visited Grand Canyon, it’s clear that the railroad played a major role in its
development. But tourism was not the only force that brought steam and diesel locomotives
speeding through the sagebrush to the canyon’s rim. The region’s mineral wealth and large stands
of ponderosa pine, along with a rich ranching heritage, also played a big part in the development of
the Grand Canyon Railway.
Through dozens of interviews, Richmond brings to life the golden era of railroading in northern
Arizona with a rich chronicle of the people who have lived in this spectacular landscape. 978-1-

934656-91-4, 216 pages, soft cover, 8 3/4 x 8” $14.95

Photographing Grand Canyon: When, Where and How to Capture the Best Photos
by Gary Ladd
Grand Canyon is one of Earth’s most glorious and dramatic landscapes. It’s also one of the most
challenging to photograph. Where should you go to take the best pictures? What’s the best time
to shoot? What techniques can you use to capture the majesty of this awe-inspiring place? If your
camera is a smartphone, point and shoot, or a professional DSLR, Gary Ladd will help you leave
Grand Canyon with photographic memories to last a lifetime.

978-1-934656-77-8, 64 pages, softcover, 9” x 6”, $11.95
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Grand Canyon trail guides
are important resources for
backpacking and day hiking at
the park. Each guide includes
detailed maps as well information
on safe canyon hiking, trail
landmarks, history, ecology, and
geology. The most popular guides
are for the park’s Corridor Trails—
the Bright Angel, South Kaibab,
and North Kaibab.

Bright Angel Trail Guide
by Scott Thybony
Most people take their first
hike into the canyon on the
Bright Angel Trail. Both water
and resthouses make this trail
appealing to day hikers.

978-0-938216-09-4, 32 pages,
softcover, 4" x 7 ½", $4.95
South Kaibab Trail Guide
by Scott Thybony
The South Kaibab Trail is the
shortest route from the South Rim
to the Colorado River and provides
the most direct access to Phantom
Ranch at the bottom of the gorge.

978-0-938216-90-2; 32 pages, softcover,
4" x 7 ½", $4.95

North Kaibab
Trail Guide
by Alan Berkowitz
The North Kaibab Trail follows
Bright Angel Canyon and passes
Roaring Springs—the source of
water for both the North and
South Rims.

978-0-938216-10-0, 32 pages, softcover,
4" x 7 ½", $4.95
Hermit Trail Guide
by Scott Thybony
The Hermit Trail begins at the
westernmost end of Hermit Road.
This rough, steep trail leads hikers
into some of the more isolated
areas of Grand Canyon.

Grandview Trail Guide
by Scott Thybony
The Grandview Trail combines
fascinating mining history and
geology with enough challenging
hiking to satisfy both seasoned
trekkers and day-trippers.

978-1-934656-07-5, 32 pages, softcover,
4" x 7 ½", $4.95
Havasu Trail Guide
by Scott Thybony
Havasu Canyon, a side canyon
located in western Grand Canyon,
is home to the Havasupai Indian
Reservation and beautiful Havasu
Falls. 978-0-938216-32-2, 32 pages,

softcover, 4" x 7 ½", $4.95

978-0-938216-31-5, 32 pages, softcover,
4" x 7 ½", $4.95
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CULTURAL & NATURAL HISTORY

CHILDREN’S

I Am the Grand Canyon
The Story of the Havasupai People

Through the Grand Canyon
from Wyoming to Mexico

by Stephen Hirst
The story of this tiny tribe depicts a people
with deep cultural ties to the land, both on their
reservation below the rim of the Grand Canyon
and on the surrounding plateaus.

by Ellsworth L. Kolb
In 1911–12, pioneering Grand Canyon
photographers Ellsworth and Emery Kolb
rowed down the Green and Colorado Rivers
and through the Grand Canyon. First published
in 1914, this new edition of is a vivid account of
their adventure. 978-0-938216-96-4, 456 pages,

978-0-938216-86-5, 276 pages, softcover, 6” x 9”,
$18.95

softcover, 6” x 8 ¼”, $16.95
Grand Canyon Wildlife
Rim to River
by Susan Lamb
The Grand Canyon’s diverse landscape,
containing multiple lifezones, is a haven
for wildlife. This book catalogs over
80 species of wildlife, explains the “life
zone” system and shares anecdotes of
naturalists and scientists.

978-1-934656-48-8, 64 pages, softcover, 9” x 7 ¼”, $11.95

The Incredible Grand Canyon
Stories, History and Fun Facts
by Scott Thybony
There is no better story teller than Scott
Thybony, author and guide extraordinaire. In
this entertaining book you will find compelling
characters and bits of canyon lore that have
slipped through the cracks, along with classic
stories that still resonate. 978-0-938216-94-0, 128

pages, softcover, 6” x 9”, $14.95
Life in Stone
Fossils of the Colorado Plateau
by Christa Sadler
The Colorado Plateau is a remarkable
landscape of peaks, high plateaus, and
canyons. Locked in its rock layers are the
fossil remains of organisms that lived here
millions of years ago in swamps, oceans,
slow moving rivers, windblown sand
dunes, tidal flats and tropical seas.

978-1-934656-68-6, 80 pages, softcover, 8” x 7 ½”, $12.95

Grand Canyon Fossils
by Dave Thayer
This book introduces readers to the vast
evidence of ancient life in the canyon and
to paleontology, the study of fossilized life.
In an easy-to-read style with diagrams and
photographs, the book offers readers access
to worlds of ocean shallows, windswept sand
dunes, and swampy forests that once covered
the Grand Canyon region.

978-1-934656-67-9, 64 pages, softcover, 7 ½” x 9”, $11.95
The Kolb Brothers
of Grand Canyon
by William C. Suran
Ellsworth and Emery Kolb were famous
turn-of-the-twentieth-century
photographers whose adventures at the
Grand Canyon are legendary. The Kolb
Brothers of Grand Canyon includes
anecdotes about their excursions down
the Colorado River and throughout the canyon, and many of their early
photographs. 978-0-938216-38-4, 60 pages, softcover, 8 ½” x 7 ½”, $8.95

Grand Canyon Women
Lives Shaped by Landscape
by Betty Leavengood
The author shares the humorous and
heartbreaking stories of the heroines of the
Grand Canyon—women who broke ground as
designers, scientists, hikers, wranglers, Native
Americans, and park rangers. All remarkable
women whose journeys have been shaped by
the canyon’s awesome landscape.

978-1-934656-54-9, 256 pages, softcover, 6” x 9”, $14.95
Mary Colter
Builder Upon the Red Earth
by Virginia L. Grattan
As designer for the Santa Fe Railway and
Fred Harvey Company during the first
half of the 20th century, Mary Colter
designed six remarkable structures at
Grand Canyon. This book tells the story
of a strong, talented woman working in a
field dominated by men and succeeding at her craft.

978-0-938216-45-2, 131 pages, softcover, 9” x 8”, $11.95

Watchtower at Desert View
by Mary Elizabeth Jane Colter
In her 1933 Manual for Drivers and Guides,
designer Mary Colter provided touring-car
drivers with answers to all of the questions
visitors might have about her signature East Rim
creation. This is an invaluable (and rare) record
of her thought processes, the reasons behind her
specific choices, and the deep knowledge that
informed her decisions. 978-1-934656-72-3,

112 pages, softcover, 6” x 9”, $11.95
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The Lucky Hat

Max Almost Missed It
By Chris Britt
Max really loves his cell
phone. When his family
takes a trip to Grand
Canyon National Park and
a pesky raven steals his
beloved device, Max is
forced to lift his head and notice the magnificence of nature
and the love of his family. Max Almost Missed It opens readers’
eyes to the joys of disconnecting and experiencing exciting
real-life adventure.

978-1-934656-98-3, 32 pages, hardcover, 10 ½” x 9”, Ages 4-8, $15.95

Scout Moore, Junior Ranger
On the Colorado Plateau
by Theresa Howell,
illustrated by Jeffrey Ebbeler
Scout and her family set out to discover the
wonders of the Colorado Plateau: peaks,
parks, ruins, arches…and dinosaurs. Along
the way, they find something truly unexpected—new friends for all.

978-1-934656-95-2, 32 pages, hardcover, 10 ½” x 9”, Ages 4-8, $15.95
The Ravenous Raven

by Matthew Henry Hall,
illustrated by Jim Madsen
Michael’s grandmother made him a lucky
hat, and he always wears it. One day, the
hat blows away, and during his search for it,
Michael discovers even more Grand Canyon
wonders. A story about the power of family
and shared outdoor adventures.

978-1-934656-69-3, 32 pages, hardcover, 10½” x 9”, Ages 4–8, $14.95
Rascal, the Tassel-Eared Squirrel

by Sylvester Allred, illustrated by Diane Iverson
In the ponderosa pine forest on the rim of the
Grand Canyon lives Rascal, a tassel-eared squirrel.
Rascal’s tale reveals the habits and habitat of
tassel-eared squirrels and the teeming and
twittering life in the ponderosa pine forest.

978-1-934656-61-7, 64 pages, softcover, 8½” x 11”,
Ages 5-9, $12.95
Path of the Thunderbird
A Grand Canyon Adventure

by Sara Miller and Pat Toole
Nate, Kira, Hope, and Oz have planned their
adventure for months. But when they receive a
mysterious letter from Nate’s late-grandfather,
their carefully planned trip turns upside
down. Learn about the resilience of nature, the
importance of friends and family, and the wonders
waiting to be discovered within Grand Canyon.

978-1-934656-86-0, 192 pages, soft cover, 5.5 x 7.75”,
Ages 7-12, $8.95

by Midji Stephensen,
illustrated by Steve Gray
The ravenous raven is one hungry bird!
He feasts on whatever he sees. After he
encounters a family enjoying a picnic, Raven
is too round and fat to move, which could
spell trouble for the greedy bird.

The Amazing Grand Canyon
Activity Book

978-1-934656-70-9, 32 pages, hardcover, 10 ½” x 9”,
Ages 4-8, $15.95

pages, soft cover, 8.5 x 11”, Ages 6-10, $8.95

The Adventures of Salt and Soap

by Lori Rome, illustrated by Tim Jessell
This is the true story of two puppies who
wander into Grand Canyon and experience
great adventures. Ultimately, the lovable
pups snuggle into the hearts of everyone
they meet along the way.

All Aboard! Grand Canyon National Park is a
place of adventure, discovery, and fun. Filled with
crosswords, word finds, codes, dot-to-dots, and
more, the activities in this book are both educational and trainloads of fun. 978-1-934656-82-2, 48

G is for Grand
A Grand Canyon ABC Book

This ABC board book brings to life the letters
of the alphabet. Young readers are invited
to explore the alphabet using the animals,
plants, and sites of the Grand Canyon. It’s an
adventure and a learning experience all at the
same time.

978-1-934656-53-2, 32 pages, hardcover,
10½” x 9”, Ages 4-8, $15.95

978-1-934656-83-9, 26 pages, board book, 6 x 6”,
Ages 2-5, $8.95

I See Something Grand

Grand Canyon
National Park Babies

by Mitzi Chandler
illustrated by Barbara Epstein-Eagle
“The Grand Canyon is very big and very old.
There is no other place like it on earth.”
So begins this story of a child and her
grandfather discovering the secrets of the
Grand Canyon together. Great for bedtime
reading. 978-1-934656-51-8, 32 pages, hardcover,

10½” x 9”, Ages 4-8, $14.95

by Kim Buchheit
This adorable board book features more
than 20 full-color photos of the real-life baby
animals who call Grand Canyon home. Your
infant or toddler will soon choose favorites,
start pointing, and look forward to hearing this
story again and again. 978-1-934656-39-6, 16

pages, hardcover, 5 5/8” x 5 5/8”, Ages 2-5, $8.95
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GRAND CANYON
CONSERVANCY
www.grandcanyon.org

The official nonprofit partner of
Grand Canyon National Park,
raising private funds, operating
retail shops within the park,
and providing premier guided
educational opportunities about
the natural and cultural history
of the region. Our supporters
fund projects including trails and
historic building preservation,
educational programs for the
public, and the protection of
wildlife and their natural habitat.

For sales information contact:
Fran Flores
928-638-7141 or
800-858-2808, ext 7141
fflores@grandcanyon.org
Grand Canyon Conservancy
Order Department
Post Office Box 399,
Grand Canyon, Arizona 86023
Order Department
Monday–Friday 7 am–4 pm MST
Prices in this catalog are subject to change.

